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Introduction

Issues for holding Non-Face-to-Face training

Conclusion

The INSA has run international and domestic education
and training programs as an institution specializing in
training human resources in nuclear nonproliferation and
security. The domestic training programs include a
compulsory program by law for nuclear fuel cycle-related
researchers and the staff for nuclear material accountancy
in nuclear facilities such as Nuclear Power Plant, Nuclear
Fuel Fabrication, etc. The nuclear nonproliferation training
program has played an essential role in improving Korea's
transparency of nuclear activities.
Nevertheless, the outbreak of Corona Virus Disease 2019

(COVID-19) worldwide has occurred huge changes in the
education and training field.

Considering the importance of the nuclear
nonproliferation training program, this report reviewed the
current status and legal system of the program and
discussed the problems of the act related to conducting
non-face-to-face education and its improvement measures
for implementing of the program under the outbreak of
COVID-19.

Legal Basis and Status of the Programs

The training is legally based on the Regulation, which is
specified in the Decree on Nuclear Nonproliferation Training.
Details of the Training Program are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Specific Status of nuclear nonproliferation  training 

implemented as the form of face-to-face. So, the
amendment of this article is the prerequisite for the
implementation of online training. Table 2 shows the
current status and the amendment of Paragraph 3 of Article
8 of the Regulation.
The Regulation stipulates that participants for the

introductory course must take an examination at the end of
the course and obtain a score of at least 60. Therefore, it is
important to prevent substitute exam-takers when
conducting online training. It is also important to find ways
to maintain as much concentration as face-to-face training.

2. Online-Content Issue

The Enforcement Rules of the Nuclear Safety Act stipulates
the time of completion of Nuclear Nonproliferation Training.
Each course varies from 240 to 960 minutes. However, the
volume of contents listed on the KINAC E-learning platform
for the training is about 270 minutes. Therefore, it is
essential to create an additional volume (at least 690 min.)
of online content for comprehensive online training.
The contents should reflect the curriculum of face-to-face
training contents and do not overlap with existing E-
learning contents. Table 3 shows the contents which should
be added to the platform to fulfill the obligated time. The
additional contents were selected from the other KINAC
domestic training based on the preference from
participants.

1. Legal Issue

The Regulation on Nuclear Nonproliferation Training
addresses the details on the implementation of the training.
Article 8 of the Regulation stipulates that the training is

This report addressed expected issues for conducting the
online form of the training. Many experts predict that the
COVID-19 situation will continue in the future. So, it is
important to establish a system in which the training can be
carried out under any circumstances, and online training
can be a good alternative under this COVID-19 situation.
For the effective implementation of the online training,

revising laws and securing sufficient online content are
considered important factors that must be implemented
first.


